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1  Abstract 

In the 39 years since the introduction of the Tandy/TRS-80 Color Computer, many significant 

technological advancements have been made in the areas of both digital and analog electronics.  One 

example is the advent of small, inexpensive microcontroller boards such as the Arduino and Micro:bit.  

These boards often provide a number of ways to interface with sensors, motors, and other real-world 

devices.  

The Tandy/TRS-80 Color Computer’s various digital I/O interfaces make it a prime candidate for 

enhancement by externally attached hardware.  One of the common approaches to communicate 

digitally with a Color Computer is the so-called “bit-banger” serial I/O interface accessible via a port on 

the back of the system.   

By connecting a Micro:bit to a Color Computer, we can take advantage of numerous capabilities such as 

speech synthesis or acquisition of light, temperature, accelerometer, or magnetic compass readings.  

Adding hardware facilities such as these could, with the right software, enable improved interactivity in 

games or allow environmental status monitoring. 

2  Introduction 

The BBC Micro:bit project is intended to entice young people and hobbyists to program and experiment 

with electronics, thanks to its simple interface, easy-to-use programming languages, and connectivity.  It 

is a small 43mm x 52mm (about 1 11/16” x 2 1/16”) printed circuit board populated with: 

• 16MHz 32-bit ARM Cortex-M0 with: 

o 256kB flash memory 

o 16kB SRAM 

o BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) interface 

o Temperature sensor 

• 5x5 matrix of LEDs, which can also be used as a light sensor 

• 3 pushbuttons, including reset 

• 3-axis magnetometer (magnetic compass) 

• 3-axis accelerometer (motion sensor) 

• USB interface for programming and USB-to-UART I/O 

• Card-edge connector which provides connectivity to: 

o UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter serial interface) 

o I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit serial interface) 

o PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation) 

o SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface bus) 

o ADC (Analog-to-Digital Converter) inputs 

o GPIO (General Purpose Input/Output) 



A variety of programming languages are supported for the Micro:bit, including, but not limited to 

Microsoft MakeCode (a drag-and-drop GUI programming interface), Python, Pascal, C, C++, and Forth.  

Open source or free programming environments and cross-compilers are available for a number of 

modern-day platforms, including a JavaScript-capable web browser.  It is quite accessible in terms of 

expense as well, being sold in the US for less than $20.   

A Micro:bit can be powered either via USB, over the same cable which is used to program and optionally 

serially communicate with the device or via a 3 VDC supply, such as a pair of AAA batteries.  Running 

from an independent power supply makes sense when the Micro:bit is intended to operate 

autonomously or remotely, such as when communicating with it via Bluetooth. 

A TRS-80 Color Computer shares a single common digital standard with the Micro:bit, specifically the 

serial protocol, commonly made available by the CoCo’s serial I/O port or potentially by an optional RS-

232 pak or more recently, a MEGA-mini MPI.  During the heyday of the Color Computer, it was very 

popular to connect devices to this standard interface for the purposes of printing and communications, 

including thermal and dot-matrix printers, plotters, and modems.  It should be noted that a few of 

Tandy/Radio Shack’s home computer systems were somewhat unique in comparison to their 

contemporaries in that they came standard with an RS-232 port. 

The Color Computer’s serial I/O port is limited in its functionality due to the presence of only 3 

functional pins, whereas the complete RS-232 standard defines the use of 9 pins.  Additionally, in order 

to handle communications, the CPU must manually manipulate the TX (transmit) output pin and monitor 

the RX (receive) input pin due to the lack of onboard UART hardware, such as the Motorola MC6850 or 

MOS 6551 ACIAs.  However, because every CoCo has one of these interfaces, it was chosen as the 

default serial interface for the purposes of experimentation with the Micro:bit. 

The combination of this wealth of sensors and interface types, portability, simplicity, and lack of expense 

makes the Micro:bit a prime target for enhancing retrocomputer systems such as the TRS-80 Color 

Computer.  The CoCo’s built-in serial I/O port provides a method on stock hardware which can be used 

to interface with a Micro:bit.  In this paper, we will describe the inner workings of some example 

software and extra hardware required to communicate between the Color Computer and Micro:bit and 

discuss potential synergy between the platforms. 

3  Interfacing via RS-232 

In the 1980s, the Color Computer’s capabilities were often expanded or extended by external devices.  

Some of the advantages of using the serial I/O interface included simple, flexible interfacing with a 

known standard and the ability to connect the devices without opening the case of the Color Computer.  

Indeed, the serial port was one of the most popular ways to add peripherals to a CoCo.  All of these 

devices are still readily available today, if perhaps only secondhand, although their utility is limited by 

availability of printer ribbons, ink, or pens, tractor feed paper, and quality analog phone lines and a 

modem at the other end with which to communicate.  Note that most of these legacy devices have a 

single purpose.  The exception to this may be when a serial port is used to interface with another 

general-purpose computer, where the remote location of said other system or its communication or 

data acquisition capabilities extend the features of the Color Computer on the user’s desk.   



Today, a few devices are being devised which interface to the TRS-80 Color Computer’s serial I/O port.  

With the exception of Drivewire, SirSound, and CoCoWiFi, the CoCo’s serial I/O port is not as often 

utilized by modern hardware.  Drivewire is nearly ubiquitous, especially for users who either wish to 

transfer files between a Color Computer and a more modern Windows, Macintosh, or Linux-based 

system or do not have floppy drives or a CoCoSDC SD card adapter for their program and data storage.  

The other two are uncommon and more recently designed devices.  Each of these newer hardware 

interfaces have their own purpose.  Drivewire is the most multipurpose in that it can be used for 

communication with or through a more modern system for data storage or for sharing printer, audio, or 

networking features of that system.  CoCoWiFi is capable of similar networking capabilities.  Multi-voice 

music synthesis is the goal of SirSound.   

3.1  Hardware Serial Interface Specifics 

The Color Computer’s serial I/O interface drives and receives a full -5V to +5V RS-232 range via a 4-pin 

DIN connector.  This diagram depicts the serial I/O port as it appears on the back of the system: 

 

Pin Number Pin Name Short Description Direction Full Description 

1 CD Carrier Detect Input to Color 

Computer 

May be used by software to detect 

external device status 

2 RS232 IN Serial Data In Input to Color 

Computer 

May be used by software to 

measure RS-232 “mark” and 

“space” serial data sent by external 

device 

3 GND 0V Reference   

4 RS232 OUT Serial Data Out Output from 

Color 

Computer 

May be used by software to drive 

RS-232 “mark” and “space” serial 

data to an external device 

 

Because this interface can be fully software-driven from machine language programs (avoiding the use 

of BASIC’s more purpose-built PRINT #-2 or DLOAD), it is not necessary to use all of the features 

available at this port.  For example, a cable suitable for simple bidirectional communication with an 

external device in a situation where no device status information is required need only employ pins 2, 3, 

and 4.  For outbound-only communication where no device status is needed, only pins 3 and 4 would 

need to be used. 

The serial UART interface on the Micro:bit’s card-edge, on the other hand, operates at TTL (Transistor-

Transistor Logic) levels of 0V to 3V.  For the purpose of interfacing with older devices such as the CoCo, 

level shifters are needed.  A common level shifter used in this situation is a Maxim MAX3232 chip which 

performs TTL-to-RS232 level shifting of the TX serial output line and RS232-to-TTL level shifting of the RX 



serial input line.  The MAX3232 requires connection to some passive components, such as capacitors, to 

enable its onboard charge-pump circuitry, which takes the 3 VDC supply and ground and enables +5 and 

-5 V RS-232 signaling.  Such devices are available commonly attached to a circuit board with a header 

connector, the appropriate passive components, and a DE-9 female connector.  Coincidentally, the 

Micro:bit is powered by and also provides on its card edge a 3 VDC supply line and ground, which 

enables the use of both the Micro:bit and this MAX3232 from a single supply.   

With all of this in mind, we can devise a serial cable connected in the following manner: 

DIN male DTE (computer-side) CoCo DE-9 male DCE (device-side) Micro:bit 

Pin 2 (RS232 IN) Pin 2 (serial data output,  

usually labeled RD or RX) 

Pin 3 (GND) Pin 5 (GND) 

Pin 4 (RS232 OUT) Pin 3 (serial data input,  

usually labeled TD or TX) 

 

Given the following pinout of the Micro:bit, and some understanding of which pins may be used for 

which features, we can select pin 16 for transmit data and 8 for receive data.  These pins may be 

connected via available card-edge breakout connectors to the appropriate pins of the MAX3232 which 

in turn provides level-shifted I/Os to be connected to pins 2 and 3 on the female DE-9, respectively. 

 



3.2  Software Serial Interface Specifics 

For the CoCo and Micro:bit to exchange data over the previously described hardware interface requires 

that both ends of the connection use the same protocol.  One common set of RS-232 serial 

communication parameters is: 

• 9600 baud – in this context, 9600 bits-per-second transfer rate 

• 8 data bits – data values suitable to represent an unsigned integer between 0 and 255, inclusive 

• no parity – no error checking of data bits 

• 1 stop bit – signaling the end of the data transfer 

As mentioned earlier, to use the Color Computer’s serial I/O port for transfers of this type requires exact 

timing by the CPU to drive the TX pin and to sample the RX pin.  Assuming that half-duplex 

communication (that is, send or receive, but never both at the same time) is sufficient, then separate 

respective routines can be hand-crafted in assembly language.   

The 6809 CPU in the CoCo is, by default, driven by a 0.895MHz clock.  To achieve 9600 bits per second: 

0.895MHz (cycles/second) * 1/9600 (second/bit) = 93.229… cycles/bit 

it is necessary to delay approximately 93 cycles between bits. 

The Motorola 6821 PIA1 is connected to the serial I/O port signals.  The outbound transmit pin can be 

controlled via bit 1 of address $FF20 and inbound receive pin can be sampled via bit 0 of location $FF22.   

In the next two sections, bottom-up example code and use cases are provided, starting with assembly 

language manipulation of the Color Computer’s I/O port, the C wrapper for interfacing with BASIC, 

sample BASIC code, and finally the Python code running on the Micro:bit. 

3.2.1  Transmit 

A one-byte-transmit routine compiled by CMOC, tx_bit_banger(), might appear as follows: 

 

#define S_OUT_PORT_ADDR $FF20 // serial output address 

#define S_OUT_B_HI $02        // serial output high (OR) 

#define S_OUT_B_LO $FD        // serial output low (AND) 

 

char s_out_bit_counter; 

 

void tx_bit_banger(unsigned char data) {   

  asm {    

          lda  data                 ; retrieve data before altering stack further           5 cycles 

  

pshs CC,U                 ; save state of condition codes and U register  5 + 3 = 8 cycles 

orcc #$50                 ; ignore interrupts                                     2 cycles 

ldu  #S_OUT_PORT_ADDR     ;                                                       3 cycles 

 

* Start bit – for all bits, read/modify/write to keep other bits in the PIA untouched 

ldb  ,u                   ; read    2 cycles 

andb #S_OUT_B_LO          ; modify  2 cycles 

stb  ,u                   ; write   4 cycles ===========================START BIT asserted============================= 

 

* Delay 93 cycles between stores (stb ,u) to achieve 9600 bits per second 

* 64 + 29 = 93   64 / 8 = 8 

 

ldb  #7              ; 2 cycles     | 

wstart decb         ; 2 cycles |   | 

  nop                       ; 2 cycles |   | 

      bne wstart                ; 3 cycles | 8 | 64 

nop                       ; 2 cycles     | 

nop                       ; 2 cycles     | 

nop                       ; 2 cycles     | 

 

* Data bits 



      ldb  #8                   ; 2                            |    | 

     stb  s_out_bit_counter    ; 4 + 5 (+0x0000,PCR) = 9      | 11 | 

                                    ;                                   | 

bit    ldb  ,u                   ; 4                            |    | 

    bita #$01                 ; 2                            |    | 

     beq  bitlo                ; 3                            |    | 

bithi  orb  #S_OUT_B_HI          ; drive high for this bit  2   |    | 

      bra  shift                ;                          3   |    | 

bitlo  andb #S_OUT_B_LO          ; drive low for this bit   2   |    | 

bra  shift                ;                          3   |    | 

shift  stb  ,u                   ;                          4   | 18 | 29 ==================DATA BIT asserted================= 

 

lsra                      ; shift down data byte     2   | 

                                    ;                              | 

ldb  #11                  ; 2                            | 

wbit  decb                      ; 2 |   |    |                 | 

bne  wbit                 ; 3 | 5 | 55 | 57              | 

nop                       ; 2          |                 | 

                                    ;                              | 

dec  s_out_bit_counter    ; 6 + 5 (+0x0000,PCR) = 11     | 

bne  bit                  ; 3                            | 75 

 

nop                       ; 2                            | 

nop                       ; 2                            | 

nop                       ; 2                            | 

nop                       ; 2                            | 

                                                                   | 

* Stop bit                                                         | 

ldb  ,u                   ;                       4      | 

orb  #S_OUT_B_HI          ; drive stop bit high   2      | 

stb  ,u                   ;                       4      | 18 ====================STOP BIT asserted==================== 

 

* If caller will delay 93 - 26 cycles (from top of function) - 8 cycles (from CC and U restoration) = 59 cycles before  

* calling this transmit function again, may skip this delay 

      ldb  #11                  ; 2     |                      | 

wstop  decb                      ; 2 |   |                      | 

       bne  wstop                ; 3 | 5 | 57                   | 

          nop                       ; 2                            | 59 

 

      puls CC,U                 ; 5 + 3 Restore registers and re-enable interrupts 

  } 

} 

 

The example function above operates properly when compiled using CMOC, which assumes all global 

variables are PC-relative.  Due to this, cycle counts may not match if assembled using another tool.  

Specifically, those lines commented as being PCR may require cycle readjustment and padding with 

other NOP or BRN instructions.  This routine may take data to transmit from BASIC by using VARPTR, 

DEFUSR, and USR using some additional CMOC code, such as: 

 

// Get 16-bit argument from BASIC USR() call 

unsigned short ccv_get_USR_arg() { 

  unsigned short retval; 

  asm { 

    jsr 0xB3ED  ; Get USR argument in D 

    std retval  ; Save argument 

  } 

  return retval; 

} 

 

// From Color BASIC Unravelled II page 10: 

// Byte zero represents the length of the string and may be any number from 0 to 255. 

// If the length of the string is equal to 0, it indicates a null string. Bytes two 

// and three of the string descriptor are a pointer to the absolute RAM address of the 

// start of the string. 

typedef struct { 

  unsigned char len; 

  unsigned char dummy; 

  char         *addr; 

} string_desc; 

 

void tx_basic_string(unsigned char len, char *data) { 

  unsigned char i; 

 

  for(i=0; i<len; i++) { 

    tx_bit_banger(data[i]); 

  } 

} 

 

// Expecting VARPTR from BASIC pointing to a string 

int main() { 

  unsigned short size; 



 

  string_desc *desc_ptr = (string_desc *)ccv_get_USR_arg(); 

     

  tx_basic_string(desc_ptr->len, desc_ptr->addr); 

 

  return(0); 

} 

 

This main() function relies on tx_basic_string() to iterate over each character of the string, making the 

blocking tx_bit_banger() call for each one.  If a memory region is selected as a target linker address, 

perhaps $6000, then this mix of C and assembly code can be utilized to send BASIC strings to the 

Micro:bit.  Below is a BASIC program which loads the binary image and then queries the user for strings 

to send via the serial port.  Note that A$ is emptied after every USR/VARPTR call to conserve string 

space and reuse the pointer at A$. 

10 CLEAR 200,&H5FFF 

20 CLS 

30 LOADM “UBITTX.BIN” 

40 DEFUSR=&H6000 

50 INPUT A$ 

60 A=USR0(VARPTR(A$)) 

70 A$=”” 

80 GOTO 50 

 

The Micro:bit, when connected as described earlier, must then also be configured to receive data using 

the correct pin as well as the same protocol parameters (9600 baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit).  

This can be accomplished using the Python language and MicroPython support library.  If a small speaker 

is connected to pins 0 and 1, it can be used as a software-driven speech synthesizer, speaking any string 

that is passed to it via the BASIC program above. 

from microbit import * 

import speech 

 

uart.init(baudrate=9600, bits=8, parity=None, stop=1, tx=pin16, rx=pin8) 

 

while True: 

    msg = uart.readline() 

    if msg != None: 

        speech.say(str(msg)) 

 

 

3.2.2  Recieve 

A serial receive routine which is similar in construction, but populates a global variable with a null-

terminated string, can be derived from Bill Yakowenko’s COMM4.ASM.  Note that the original code has 

been altered to reduce the initial timeout until a start bit is observed, check for null termination, adjust 

timings for PCR, and return received string length: 

#define S_IN_A  $FF22  //   serial input address 

#define S_IN_B  $01    //   serial input mask byte 

#define W1      $FF    //   start-bit delays - gazillionths 

#define W2      $FA    //   - jillionths 

 

char *rx_last; 

char  rx_buf[256]; 

 

char  byte; 

char  wait2; 

 

// Adapted from http://www.cs.unc.edu/~yakowenk/coco/pgms/comm4.asm 

asm unsigned short rx_bit_banger() { 

  asm { 

        pshs CC,Y,X,U 

 

        orcc #$50   ;  ignore interrupts 

 

        ldu #S_IN_A 

        leay rx_buf 

 

        sty rx_last ;   init rx_last 

 

        ldb #S_IN_B 



    

st2     bitb ,u     ;   test for start bit                  4    |_ 7 

        beq strtbt  ;                                       3    | 

        lda #W2 

        sta wait2 

st1     lda #W1                                             2 

 

s_str1  bitb ,u     ;   test again                          4    |_ 7 

        beq strtbt  ;                                       3    | 

        deca        ;      W1 loops                         2 

        bne s_str1  ;                                       3            - 12 * $FF = 3060 cycles 

        bitb ,u     ;   test again                          4    |_ 7 

        beq strtbt  ;                                       3    | 

        dec wait2   ;      times W2  6 + 5 (+0x0000,PCR) = 11 

        bne st1     ;                                       3            - (23 + 3060) * $FA = 770750 cycles ~0.86 second timeout 

        lbra rdone  ;   no data, timed out, return 

 

*       Need exactly 93 clock cycles between bits 

*       3 cycles were already used by the branch to get here,                     | 

*       and 7 more will be spent in the bit-check loop before checking            | 

strtbt  ldd #$800D    ;   preset bit & delay count                   3     |      | 

        sta byte      ;                        4 + 5 (+0x0000,PCR) = 9     |      | 

s_str2  decb          ;   wait out start bit                  2 |__ 65     |      | 

        bne s_str2    ;                                       3 |          |- 83  | 

        brn s_bit     ;   waste three clock cycles                   3     |      | 

        brn s_bit     ;   waste three clock cycles                   3     |      | 93 

 

s_bit   ldx #0        ;   check serial port for ones                 3            |  

                      ;                                                           |                           

        ldb ,u        ;      check once                              4     |      | 

        andb #S_IN_B  ;                                              2     |      | 

        abx           ;                                              3     |      | 

*                     ;                                                    |      | 

        ldb ,u        ;      check twice                                   |      | 

        andb #S_IN_B  ;                                                    |      | 

        abx           ;                                                    |      | 

*                     ;                                                    |      | 

        ldb ,u        ;      check thrice                                  |- 72  | 

        andb #S_IN_B  ;                                                    |      | 

        abx           ;                                                    |      | 

*                     ;                                                    |      | 

        ldb ,u        ;      check 4 times                                 |      | 

        andb #S_IN_B  ;                                                    |      | 

        abx           ;                                                    |      | 

*                     ;                                                    |      | 

        ldb ,u        ;      check 5 times                                 |      | 

        andb #S_IN_B  ;                                                    |      | 

        abx           ;                                                    |      | 

*                     ;                                                    |      | 

        ldb ,u        ;      check 6 times                                 |      | 

        andb #S_IN_B  ;                                                    |      | 

        abx           ;                                                    |      | 

*                     ;                                                    |      | 

        ldb ,u        ;      check 7 times                                 |      | 

        andb #S_IN_B  ;                                                    |      | 

        abx           ;                                                    |      | 

*                     ;                                                    |      | 

        ldb ,u        ;      check 8 times                                 |      | 

        andb #S_IN_B  ;                                                    |      | 

        abx           ;                                                    |      | 

             ;                                                           | 

        cmpx #5       ; did we get a one-bit?                          4   |- 18  | 

        ror byte      ; shift in negated bit  6 + 5 (+0x0000,PCR) = 11   |      | 

        bcc s_bit     ; until the preset bit pops out                  3   |      | 93 

 

*       There must be at least one stop bit, so we have at least 

*       93 cycles to putter around here. 

        lda byte      ;                           4 + 5 (+0x0000,PCR) = 9  | 

        coma          ;  get the non-inverted bits                      2  | 

        sta ,y+       ;  save em                                        6  | 

        cmpa #0       ;  null terminated?                               2  | 

        beq rdone     ;  if so, then done!                              3  |- 29 

        ldb #S_IN_B   ;  restore .b, which got messed up                2  | 

        lbra st2      ;  go get more                                    5  | 

 

rdone   sty rx_last   ;  save end pointer 

        leay rx_buf 

        tfr y,d 

        subd rx_last  ;  calculate number of chars in string, will be return value 

        coma          ; subtracted larger addr from smaller, so 2s complement invert 

        comb 

        addd #1 

        puls CC,Y,X,U ;  Re-enable interrupts 

   } 

} 

 



An application such as streaming CSV (comma separated value) sensor data from the Micro:bit will be  

described later, but keeping this potential end goal in mind, consider the following BASIC-callable C 

code. 

 
// Return 16-bit argument back to BASIC from USR() call 

void ccv_return_USR_result(unsigned short retval) { 

  asm { 

    ldd  :retval 

    pshs u,y     ; Protect regs against BASIC 

    jsr  $B4F4   ; GIVABF routine stores D in FPA0 

    puls y,u 

  } 

} 

 

// Get 16-bit argument from BASIC USR() call 

unsigned short ccv_get_USR_arg() { 

  unsigned short retval; 

  asm { 

    jsr 0xB3ED  ; Get USR argument in D 

    std retval  ; Save argument 

  } 

  return retval; 

} 

 

// Walk through string, finding which_val and atoi-ing it 

int parse_csv(char *str, unsigned char which_val) { 

  char *start_ptr; 

  char *end_ptr; 

  unsigned char comma_count = 0; 

   

  start_ptr = str; 

   

  for(comma_count = 0; comma_count < which_val; ++comma_count) { 

    for(end_ptr = start_ptr; (*end_ptr != ',') && (*end_ptr != '\0'); ++end_ptr); 

    if(end_ptr == '\0' && comma_count < which_val) { 

      // Error!  Reached end of string without finding value! 

      return(0); 

    } 

    start_ptr = end_ptr+1; 

  } 

   

  if(comma_count == which_val) { 

    return(atoi(start_ptr)); 

  } 

   

  // Error!  Reached end of string without finding value! 

  return(0); 

} 

 

int main() { 

  unsigned short size; 

 

  unsigned char which_val = (unsigned char)ccv_get_USR_arg(); 

   

  rx_bit_banger();         // Allow previous transaction to flush in case it was underway. 

  size = rx_bit_banger();  // Get fresh transaction 

 

  if(size) {               // If we didn't timeout waiting for transaction, then parse it! 

    ccv_return_USR_result(parse_csv(rx_buf, which_val)); 

    return(0); 

  } 

 

  ccv_return_USR_result(0); 

  return(0); 

} 

 

This main() function relies on rx_bit_banger() to read a null-terminated string.  Then parse_csv() is called 

and a particular value in the most recently sampled string of comma separated values is returned back 

to BASIC.  Again, assuming that this is linked at $6000, a sample BASIC program which could consume 

some of the entries provided by this serial data might appear as follows: 

10 CLEAR 200,&H5FFF 

20 LOADM”UBITRX.BIN” 

30 DEFUSR=&H6000 

40 BA=USR0(0) 

50 BB=USR0(1) 

60 AX=USR0(2) 

70 AY=USR0(3) 

80 PRINT BA;” “;BB;” “;AX,AY 

90 GOTO 40 



 

In the above example, the argument passed from BASIC to the C code via USR0(n) selects the nth item 

provided in a string of comma separated values.   

The Micro:bit might supply button, accelerometer, light, and temperature information using the 

following Python code: 

from microbit import * 

 

uart.init(baudrate=9600, bits=8, parity=None, stop=1, tx=pin16, rx=pin8) 

 

# button_a,button_b,accel_x,accel_y,accel_z,light,temp 

     

while True: 

    gees = accelerometer.get_values() 

    uart.write( str(int(button_a.is_pressed()))+","+\ 

                str(int(button_b.is_pressed()))+","+\ 

                str(gees[0])+","+str(gees[1])+","+str(gees[2])+","+\ 

                str(display.read_light_level())+","+\ 

                str(temperature())+"\0"); 

 

With this Micro:bit code, the BASIC program would be reading items 0, 1, 2, and 3 from the CSV-

formatting string, which are button A status, button B status, the accelerometer X axis, and the 

accelerometer Y axis, respectively. 
 

4  Areas for Improvement 

The previously provided examples are intentionally simplified to introduce concepts, but may have 

limited utility when employed as-is.  This section describes some ways in which these ideas could be 

expanded upon to further improve utility of the Micro:bit. 

To readily access additional functionality on the Micro:bit will likely require an improvement in serial 

protocol over what has been demonstrated here.  There are a number of ways to do this, including, but 

not limited to layering a command protocol atop the examples shown earlier and employing 

bidirectional communication via half or even full duplex modes.  Many idle cycles are spent on the CoCo 

between each serial bit in the above examples, which are currently hardcoded to a fixed baud rate, and 

it is well known that through Drivewire, much higher serial transfer rates are possible with the Color 

Computer’s serial I/O port.  Also consider the MEGA-mini MPI, which includes 2 high speed TTL UARTs.  

This particular CoCo enhancement could enable the use of a pair of Micro:bits simultaneously while 

making the use of MAX3232 level shifters unnecessary. 

Simple forms of data compression can also serve to improve the throughput of the serial interface 

without a significant loss in quality.  As an example of this, consider accelerometer data.  MicroPython, 

by default, configures the accelerometer range to +/- 2g (gees) which enables 

accelerometer.get_values() to return a value between -2048 and 2048mg (milligees), or just over 12 bits.  

During experimentation, however, it was discovered that accelerometer values are always multiples of 

16, implying that the actual resolution could be represented by 8 bits.  Going one step further, much of 

the analog “feel” can be preserved while packing this data even more by taking the log-base-2 (i.e. most 

significant non-zero bit position) of the accelerometer data, as demonstrated in the Python code below. 

# Packs buttons and accelerometer data into a single 16-bit word to send 

# serially at 9600 baud 

 

from microbit import * 

import math 

 

uart.init(baudrate=9600, bits=8, parity=None, stop=1, tx=pin16, rx=pin8) 

     

while True: 



    gees = list(accelerometer.get_values()) 

    # Decimate values for packing (full resolution not required on CoCo). 

    # Accelerometer under Python returns -2048 to 2048 (+/-2 gees), in  

    # steps of 16.   

    # Use of log-base-2 calculation for purposes of compression and  

    # potential "feel". 

    for i in range(0,2): 

        if(gees[i] < 0): 

            sign = 1 

        else: 

            sign = 0 

        gees[i] = abs(gees[i]) >> 4        # Expected range of  0 to 128 

        if(gees[i] > 0): 

            gees[i] = math.log(gees[i],2)  # Expected range of  0 to 7 

        if(sign): 

            gees[i] = gees[i] * -1         # Expected range of -7 to 7 

    # Pack button readings and x and y accelerometer data into a single  

    # 16-bit word. 

    # Note that when unpacking accelerometer data, must sign-extend each 

    # nybble. 

    data = \ 

        ((int(button_a.is_pressed()) & 1) << 15) | \ 

        ((int(button_b.is_pressed()) & 1) << 14) | \ 

        ((int(gees[0]) & 0xf) << 8) | \ 

        ((int(gees[1]) & 0xf) << 4) | \ 

        ((int(gees[2]) & 0xf) << 0) 

    uart.write(str(data)+"\0") 

    sleep(10) 

 

Here is simple BASIC code which can take the above 16-bit word, which varies appropriately with tilting 

of the Micro:bit, and use it to control motion and position of a character block on the Color Computer’s 

screen, using the same machine language CSV parsing code described earlier: 

10 CLEAR 200,&H5FFF 

20 CLS 0 

30 X=0:Y=0 

40 C=159:C$=CHR$(C) 

50 LOADM”UBITRX.BIN” 

60 DEFUSR=&H6000 

70 A=USR0(0) 

80 B0=ABS(INT(A/32768)) AND 1  ‘BUTTON 0 (A) 

90 B1=ABS(INT(A/16384)) AND 1  ‘BUTTON 1 (B) 

100 AX=INT(A/256) AND &HF  ‘EXTRACT ACCEL X 

110 IF AX AND 8 THEN AX=(AX AND 7)-8  ‘SIGN EXTEND ACCEL X 

120 AY=INT(A/16) AND &HF  ‘EXTRACT ACCEL Y 

130 IF AY AND 8 THEN AY=(AY AND 7)-8  ‘SIGN EXTEND ACCEL Y 

140 IF B0=1 THEN C=C+16: IF C>255 THEN C=159  ‘SELECT NEW CHAR COLOR 

150 C$=CHR$(C) 

160 IF B1=1 THEN SOUND 1,1  

180 X=X+AX 

190 IF X<0 THEN X=0 

200 IF X>31 THEN X=31 

210 Y=Y+AY 

220 IF Y<0 THEN Y=0 

230 IF Y<15 THEN Y=15 

240 PRINT@LX+(LY*32),CHR$(128);  `ERASE 

250 PRINT @X+(Y*32),C$;  `DRAW 

260 LX=X:LY=Y 

270 GOTO 70 

 

Another aspect provided by the MicroPython accelerometer library is the ability to recognize gestures 

such as “shake” and “freefall”.  This lends itself to still more possibilities for detecting environment or as 

a controller and could then additionally offload the gesture decoding from the CoCo.   

In an application such as a robot, where the Micro:bit and Color Computer might be mobile, fusion of 

magnetometer and accelerometer data could enable navigation via dead reckoning.  The CoCo could use 

the PWM interface on the Micro:bit to control wheel drive motor speed. 

The speech synthesis abilities of the Micro:bit’s MicroPython library have only been touched upon, 

however, it has the ability to inflect when punctuation such as exclamation points or question marks are 

used.  It can also provide more accurate pronunciation through the use of allophones instead of using 



typical American English rules.  Last, but not least, it’s possible to make the Micro:bit “sing” by providing 

musical pitches and durations along with speech information. 

The LED interface can be used as either an output device, displaying scrolling messages or simple 5x5 

graphics, or as an input device, capable of taking crude light level readings.  Imagine the ability of the 

CoCo to display basic system status without having to use a TV or monitor, for example, or detecting low 

light levels and automatically turning on a nearby lamp. 

Additionally, the Micro:bit has significant potential as an I/O expander.  Consider that many modern 

devices use I2C and SPI for communication.  Using the Micro:bit as a translator between the CoCo’s 

serial I/O and either of these standards could enable: 

• real time clocks 

• memories (EEPROM, SRAM) 

• LED segment/array control 

• additional accelerometers, ADCs, DACs, and temperature sensors 

Other interesting interfaces that could be used include USB, which could potentially connect the CoCo to 

a PC or Mac by way of the Micro:bit.  The same is true for the BLE interface, although perhaps more 

likely for connection with smart phones and tablets.   

Independently of all of the above improvements related to RS-232 communications, a completely 

different serial protocol worth considering is SPI.  Because the Micro:bit has a SPI master interface and 

the built-in serial I/O port on the CoCo is fully software controlled, it should also be feasible to connect 

the two devices via this SPI interface.  The Micro:bit’s SPI master drives MOSI (Master Out/Slave In) and 

a clock signal, which could be connected by way of level shifters to the RS232 IN and CD inputs on the 

Color Computer, respectively.  Also employing level shifting, the RS232 OUT line from the CoCo could be 

connected to MISO (Master In/Slave Out).  Depending on the application, one upside is that the CoCo 

could send and receive data based on interrupts, since the CD status input can optionally trigger FIRQ.  

This feature would allow multitasking while serial data was being transmitted or received.  The potential 

downside is that the Micro:bit provides the master clock which stops toggling between transfers, so in 

order for the CoCo to use it on-demand, data would need to be continually streamed.   

4  Conclusions and Future Work 

Although a number of modern serial devices are readily available for use with the CoCo today by way of 

its built-in serial I/O port, none of these are used specifically for environmental data acquisition, for 

speech synthesis, or as a game controller, leaving an opportunity for the Micro:bit to fill any of these. 

Even in the situation that the Color Computer’s stock hardware RS-232 port is in use, more serial ports 

are being made available via newly manufactured RS-232 paks and the MEGA-mini MPI.  These devices’ 

ACIAs and UARTs should also provide benefits in terms of further offloading the Color Computer from 

having to correctly time transmission and reception of each individual serial data bit.  They also have the 

potential of improving data throughput. 

We have seen that with minimal investment in hardware and software, the Micro:bit can be interfaced 

to the TRS-80 Color Computer.  The Micro:bit can provide a multitude of data sources not often seen by 

a CoCo, as well as some novel output capabilities, and is an extension worthy of further investigation. 
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